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“Hey, Boss, how is it? I just helped you get rid of a lot of buyers in one go!”

The other buyers knew that the Heavenly Ginseng was a good thing and if it was sold on the market, it was worth at least 500

million dollars, so they bid one after another.

“Room 6: 28.8 million dollars.”

“Room 14:33.6 million dollars.”

“Room 18: 38.4 million dollars.”

“Room 23: 43.2 million dollars.”

Looking at the crowd following, Paige coldly ordered, “Widen the gap.”

“Yes, Boss!” Jairo desperately pressed the button to increase the price, and his hand hurt, so he hurriedly switched

hands.

In Room 1.

Martin looked at the other buyers chasing after one another, completely ignoring them, and said indifferently, “Add the price until

they give up.”

“OK, Mr. Stowe.” Rhys also increased the price with all his might.

Soon, the price shown on the big screen had already exceeded 320 million dollars.

“Boss… Are we still going to follow?” Jairo knew that Paige didn’t have enough money to allow him to increase the price again.

But Paige said firmly, “Of course.”

Jairo could only bite the bullet and continue to increase the price.

“Room 3: 504.8 million dollars.”

“Room 1: 509 6 million dollars. ”

“Room : 514.4 million dollars.”

“Room 1: 519.2 million dollars.”

The bid went on.

Only buyers in Room 1 and Room 3 were left fighting over each other, and from the looks of it, both sides had no intention of

giving up.

“Mr. Stowe, the buyer in Room 3 seems to be determined to get the Heavenly Ginseng.” Rhys said as he pressed the button,

“Why don’t I just ask the boss of Wolf Gang to give it to us?”

Martin thought, give it to me?

T

Do I need someone else to give me something I like?

“Light the lamp!” Martin ordered coldly.

“Light the lamp?” Rhys was stunned, unable to believe what he had just heard.

When someone lit the lamp, it meant that no matter how much the other party offered, he would like to add 4.8 million dollars.

All in all, that meant the person must get this thing.

Rhys thought, I didn’t expect that, in order to save his grandma, Mr. Stowe would be so generous…

It seems that Mr. Stowe is not only a nice husband but also a good grandson….

Rhys hurriedly pressed the button for three seconds, and the light was on.

A grand notification sound came from the big screen on the stage.

The auctioneer was stunned, and the other buyers could not believe their eyes. They stared at the flashing words. “Room 1 lit

the lamp up” on the big screen on the stage.

A huge font appeared before everyone’s eyes.

The other buyers were amazed at the wealth the buyer in Room 1 possessed.

“It’s already over 500 million dollars, yet the buyer in Room 1 still hasn’t given up. What’s more, he even lit the lamp

on.”

“Looks like he’s determined to get the Heavenly Ginseng!”

“Who is this wealthy man? It seems that 500 million dollars is nothing to him…”

The other buyers were in an uproar.

Jairo found that Paige’s face darkened. Jairo thought, well, it’s understandable for Boss to be * for the thing that she is

determined to take will be *away by others.

Who is this rich guy? Could it be someone from Microvay Gang?

I heard that Microvay Gang also wants this…

“It seems that this is fate… Boss, although you really want it…” Jairo did finish his words.

“Light the lamp,” Paige suddenly said.

“What?” Jairo suspected that he had heard it wrong. How could both parties in the auction light the lamp? The key point is that

the buyer in Room 1 does not seem to lack money. But we really do not have enough money…

“Do as I said!” As soon as Paige gave the order, Jairo felt that she was going crazy.

Jairo thought, Boss must have been driven mad by the buyer in Room 1!

Does she really mean it? Does she know if she lights up, it means no matter how much the other party offers, she will always bid

4.5 million dollars more than him?

How can Boss get so much money?

The 320 million dollars Boss has is nothing to the buyer in Room 1.

“What are you waiting for?” Paige glanced at Jairo, and there was some displeasure in her eyes.

Jairo knew that Paige came for real, so he closed his eyes, braced himself, and pressed the button for three seconds.

“Room 1 has lit up. Let’s congratulate the buyer in Room 1 on getting…”

Before the auctioneer could finish his words, a grand sound rang out on the stage again. A flashing notification appeared on the

big screen.

“Room 3 lights the lamp!”

The entire audience was in an uproar.

Not to mention the auction in the southern part of the city, even in the entire world, there were no two buyers who lit their lamps

at the same time.

It seemed that both sides were not lacking in money, and they were indeed bidding against each other.

The auctioneer was stunned. What is going on? Room 3 lit up as well? And this buyer in Room 1 clearly also wants this item.

How is this auction supposed to go on? I don’t know… the auctioneer thought.

At this time, Easton, the boss of Wolf Gang, saw this scene, and his eyes were filled with high interest. He said something to the

auctioneer over the earphones, and the auctioneer immediately got what Easton meant.

The auctioneer hurriedly took charge of the overall situation. “Please calm down. In view that buyers in Room 1 and Room 3 both

wish to obtain this treasure. After asking for instructions, we’d like to invite both buyers to come backstage first, and our boss will

personally meet you. At that time, this treasure will belong to the one who offers the highest price and transfers the money most

quickly!”

What the auctioneer meant was that whoever gave the most money on the spot would have the item.

“Now, I announce that this year’s auction has come to an end. Buyers in Room 1 and Room 3, please follow our staff backstage

to discuss in detail…”

Jairo was really stupefied this time. Jairo thought, we are screwed!

Boss can only offer 320 million dollars at most…

If we go backstage, won’t we be killed?

“Boss, why don’t I cover you and you can leave first?” Jairo felt that he would not be able to leave here alive today.

Jairo was already prepared to sacrifice himself for Paige.

Unexpectedly, Paige stood up confidently and said, “Let’s go backstage.”

Jairo went speechless.

Boss, you are really not afraid of death! Jairo thought.

The door of the private room opened. There were already a few members of Wolf Gang waiting for Paige and Jairo with guns

outside. Those guys said that they were going to lead the way, but everyone knew that those guys were just afraid that Jairo and

Paige would run away.

Jairo thought, at least we have 320 million dollars. Is there a need for that?

Although Jairo was unhappy with this in his heart, he still pretended to play up to the men of Wolf Gang on the surface. “Bro, let

me ask you something. Who is the buyer in Room 1?”

“The boss of Microvay Gang.”

“What? The boss of Microvay Gang is here?”

Although Jairo had known before that Microvay Gang was determined to win this Heavenly Ginseng, he didn’t expect that even

the boss behind the scenes would be here in person.

It seems that Heavenly Ginseng is very important to them! Jairo thought.
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